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GUIDELINES   
RESEARCH PAPER OUTLINE 
I. Introduction 
A. Why is our topic important? 
B. How would you summarize the 
problem/solution? 
II. How We Picked Our Problem 
A. Define the Problem 
B. Met with our Senior Partner 
C. Other Research to Select a Problem 
III. Our Solution 
 
A. Who does it affect  
B. What does it involve 
C. What areas does it cover 
IV. Who Did We Share It With 
A. Experts 
B. Relatives  
C. Blog 
 

 
 
V. The Presentation 
A. What it focuses on  
B. Who it involves (OPTIONAL) 
C. How we came up with it 
VI. Resources/Bibliography 
A. Internet 
B. Experts 
C. Seniors 
D. Books 
VII. What We Learned 
A. From Research 
B. From Senior Partner 
 
 
 
 
 



OUR PROBLEM  
When seniors get older they are at an increased risk of medical problems of 
many kinds. These include seizures, strokes, drowsiness, heart attacks and 
many more. Now many solutions exist to combat these issues like heart 
monitors and glucose monitors. Now our team as you may know as S.H.I.E.L.D 
uncovered a for lack of a better word “breach” in the system of protecting our 
seniors… driving. Now all teens go insane to get a license and seniors 
although perhaps more settle are no different, they still want to go to movies 
and parties and all the things you and I may do. But how do they get there 
well, of course they drive. Now as simple as it may seem it is a complex 
problem. Why? Because driving isn’t so simple when your having a heart 
attack or a stroke. Now the existing field of solutions to this problem is very 
limited. All that is being done is for doctors to strongly recommend their 
patients to stop driving or the authorities simply take the license away. Now 
some drivers may ignore their doctors advice and in 1-2 years have the 
license taken away. Now does this seem fair of course not so our solution is 
designed to change that…….. 



SENIOR PARTENER 

MR. GARY KEUP 

- Timothy’s Grandfather  

-  He was born in 1940 and was diagnosed with polio at a young age but 
over came it. However he still has a slight limp and his childhood was 
different ours here are some problems that he stated. 

- Problems 

-   ii. balance, speed joints are slower 

iii. Agility cannot do flips or cartwheels or any thing of the sort this includes 
reaction timing  

iv. short term memories trouble remembering recent event names etc. 

v. kidney problems many seniors organs are older and less able to complete 
designed functions 

vi. diabetes 

vii. post polio syndrome (polio from child hood causes some pain and limp) 

 

 



OTHER RESOURCES   

- Internet 

-  Google 

-  found stories 

-  found others ideas ( Ford etc. ) 

-  found out if our problem was relevant  

 

 

- News papers 

-  articles on breaking driving news 

 

- CareAge of Brookfield, WI (senior retirement home) 

- Personal interviews with residents 

 

 

 



EXPERTS 

- Seniors at Care Age of Brookfield 

- Problems 

-   

• Epilepsy, Comfort, Eyesight problems make their lives uncomfortable 

• Cardiac arrest Wheelchairs Memory wheel chairs slow hard to turn 

memory, short term and long term memory 

• Heart attacks Social problems older friends may have passed away 

• Strokes Arthritis joints and common other problems 

-  Dr. David Marks 

 

 

-  GE medical division 

 

 

 

 

 



OUR SOLUTION 

To solve this imminent problem our team has designed a system to be 
implanted into a seniors auto mobile. This system solution is designed to 
detect a health event by connecting to the seniors pre-existing health monitor  

(if a senior has a known history of problems their doctor will most likely give 
them a monitor) As a backup sensors on the steering wheel will sense any 
abnormal symptoms. If the monitor detects a problem it will communicate 
with the car’s computer which will make the car voice prompt the passenger 
to say if they are OK or not.  If they say “yes” the system ignores the signal 
from the monitor, no answer  means the car will do what the override 
software inserted into the engine CPU always does when it senses a problem.  
It will slow down pull over and call 911 (and turn on the emergency lights).  



VOICE ACTIVATION 

Now most have heard of the new iPhones with Siri the voice activated digital 
supercomputer. Our voice activation system mounted in the cabs rear view 
mirror uses the same technology. The technology is complex internally but 
easy to explain, the sound waves of our voices are converted into a digital 
code which tells the CPU what to do. As I mentioned earlier our system will 
ask the driver every x amount of minutes “yes” tells the computer to let the 
let the driver have control of the car (no answer) means the override soft 
wear takes over and moves the car to safety. 



BRAKES 

The brakes are a unique part of the car. The brakes are directly controlled by 
the brake pedal which is controlled by the driver to stop the car when ever 
the driver chooses to do so. At the same time the brakes are controlled by a 
computer in the actual wheel called the Anti-lock Braking System. This system 
usually kicks in on slippery surfaces such as ice or snow the use a vibration in 
the wheels to stop the car. If the main car CPU senses a problem how do we 
slow the car down? Well we can’t use the driver when he is suffering from a 
heart attack so we use the Anti-lock Braking System to use vibrations to slow 
the car to a halt.   



STEERING 

The steering is similar yet different than the  braking system. The brakes are 
both controlled by computers and by the driver. Where as the steering is 
completely controlled by the driver. So this brings up a major problem… how 
can the system work if we can’t control the direction in which the car moves. 

Well we want the driver to have control of the car in a normal situation but in 
an emergency the computer will pull the coupling out of the shaft and insert 
its own. So even if the driver is slumped over the wheel the coupling will drop 
so the driver no longer has control……. The computer does thereby saving the 
driver from an accident.  



IS THIS A BIG DEAL? 

Through our research we have uncovered two major things about this issue 

1. This is a major concern to the legislature as noted in the Wall Street 
Journal (OCT.12, 2012). Legislature in Nevada is concerned about car 
accidents. Obviously then they would not be happy to see an increase in 
car accidents caused by seniors. As well as many other articles on the 
internet many people are concerned about this issue the only setback to 
this is lots of people think the only way to stop this problem is to take 
away the car, the keys or the license or all three. So in this aspect our 
solution will help immensely. 

2. Not only does the public think this is a problem… we do. We have come 
upon many  articles on the topic that is why we are committed to making 
our solution a reality.  



FUTURE SYSTEMS 

In the future many great advances in technology will occur, we plan to  exploit 
this by using things such as driving super computers. These cost 2.5 million 
dollars but in 10 years could cost only 50 dollars. These would not only align 
the car but control 2 cameras to find a safe place for the car to stay until 
another system like blue tooth would call 911. 
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CAR CPU 

The car CPU is key in our design because it controls every thing about our 
design. However the car CPU itself is not at all going to pull over the car 
however when we install our computer soft wear override which WILL control 
our cars aspects. 



HOW DOES THE CAR PULL OVER? 

As of now our car would pull to the side of the road and turn on the 
emergency flashers. However what if the car hits a pedestrian? Well in the 
Wall Street Journal a car is shown with many sensors…… 

- GPS  

- Forward facing camera  

-  positional sensor  

-  laser sensor (checks for any thing approaching the car) 

-  monitor  

-  computer 

Now our system is completely capable of including these sensors as an 
emergency precaution. Also in a few years we can make this standard.   



HOW IT HELPS 

This overall will help save seniors and those around them by using the latest 
technology. 

 

 

   S.H.I.E.L.D 


